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Quantum cryptography using pulsed homodyne detection

T. Hirano,* H. Yamanaka, M. Ashikaga, T. Konishi, and R. Namiki
Department of Physics, Gakushuin University, Toshima-ku, Tokyo, 171-8588, Japan

~Received 5 July 2000; revised manuscript received 2 June 2003; published 29 October 2003!

We report an experimental quantum key distribution that utilizes pulsed homodyne detection, instead of
photon counting, to detect weak pulses of coherent light. Although our scheme inherently has a finite error rate,
homodyne detection allows high-efficiency detection and quantum state measurement of the transmitted light
using only conventional devices at room temperature. Our prototype system works at 1.55mm wavelength and
the quantum channel is a 1-km standard optical fiber. The probability distribution of the measured electric-field
amplitude has a Gaussian shape. The effect of experimental imperfections such as optical loss and detector
noise can be parametrized by the variance and the mean value of the Gaussian distribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The standard quantum key distribution~QKD! scheme
uses photon counting as a means to detect weak light pu
@1#. The security of practical implementations of the phot
counting scheme is limited by imperfections in the expe
ments, such as multiphoton part of the signal, channel los
low detection efficiency, and dark counts of the detec
Brassardet al. provided a necessary condition for secu
QKD taking into account these imperfections@2#. Recently
Inamori et al. presented a proof of unconditional security
the practical QKD protocol against a cheater with unlimit
computational power@3#.

There are two currently available methods for detect
weak light. One is the photon counting method, and the o
is homodyne detection. One technical limitation of the ph
ton counting method is that at present there exists no
cient photon counter for infrared light, especially f
1.55mm where optical loss in an optical fiber is minimum
State-of-the-art experiments used a specially desig
photon-counting system made up of cooled avalanche p
todiode operated in a gated Geiger mode@4#. In this opera-
tion mode, it is impossible to resolve the photon number a
there is a trade-off between the detection efficiency and
dark-count probability. For example, a quantum efficiency
11% for 1.55mm with a dark-count probability of 731027

per pulse is reported@5#.
In this paper, we propose using pulsed homodyne de

tion for implementing the Bennett-Brassard 1984~BB84!
protocol with phase coding@6#. As we will explain, the
above limitations associated with photon counting can
resolved by using homodyne detection. In order to dem
strate the experimental feasibility of our scheme, we h
performed QKD by sending light pulses at 1.55mm wave-
length through an optical fiber of 1 km length.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we fi
review the essential features of homodyne detection. We
explain our implementation of QKD. In Sec. III, we discu
the security aspects of the protocol. In Sec. IV, we pres
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the experimental setup. In Sec. V, experimental results
presented.

II. HOMODYNE DETECTION AND PROTOCOL

Homodyne detection~sometimes called quadrature pha
homodyne measurement! is a well-established quantitativ
method for measuring the quadrature-amplitude operato
the radiation field@7,8#. It has been developed as a means
detecting reduced quadrature-amplitude fluctuatio
~squeezed states of light! @9#. In this method, a weak signa
field interferes with a strong local oscillator~LO! on a beam
splitter, and the difference of the intensities of the two o
puts of the beam splitter is measured. When the LO is m
stronger than the signal, the output of the homodyne dete
is proportional to the quadrature-amplitude operator of
signal field@8#. This is a very efficient method for measurin
the quadrature amplitude of the signal, although no inform
tion on the conjugate quadrature is obtained.

In 1993, Smitheyet al.demonstrated the determination
the Wigner distribution and the density matrix of a light fie
by measuring not only the variances but also the distributi
of the quadrature amplitude of the field@10#. They used
pulsed homodyne detection and the so-called optical ho
dyne tomography~OHT! method in which the inverse Rado
transform of the distributions was calculated. Pulsed hom
dyne detection differs from the usually used method of us
radio frequency spectral analysis of the current to study no
at high frequencies: in the pulsed homodyne detection, p
toelectrons generated by each pulse are separately amp
by a low-noise charge-sensitive amplifier, so a single m
surement on the quadrature amplitude of the signal puls
performed for each pulse. A measurement of the density
trix provides all knowable information allowed by quantu
mechanics. Of course, it is impossible to measure the den
matrix of a single quantum system; we need the ensemb
of the same quantum state. Such ensembles can be pre
by randomly switching the QKD and OHT procedures at t
cost of a lowered QKD transmission rate. However, ev
without the OHT, distributions of the quadrature amplitu
for some phases are obtained in the QKD procedure, t
limiting the range of allowable eavesdropping strategies.

Note that if a QKD protocol uses a phase coding relat
©2003 The American Physical Society31-1
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to bright light as proposed in Refs.@11,12#, Eve as well as
Bob can perform homodyne detection, although such po
bilities have seldom been discussed so far. Also from
viewpoint, it is important to investigate QKD using hom
dyne detection. Recently, several authors have prese
quantum cryptography using homodyne detection. Th
proposals use Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen–type correlatio
squeezed states@13#, or coherent states whose phase and a
plitude are modulated with Gaussian random number@14#.
Our scheme uses only coherent states with four kinds
phase modulation so that experimental realization is eas

We will now explain our implementation of QKD in mor
detail. The protocol is basically an interferometric QKD u
ing four nonorthogonal states~412 protocol! @12# except for
the detection method. Laser pulses are split by an uns
metrical beam splitter into two arms of a Mach-Zehnder
terferometer. Pulses in one arm, which we will call the L
contain many photons~typically, 106 photon/pulse!, and
pulses in the other arm, which we will call the signal, conta
photons at quantum level~less than 1 photon/pulse!. Alice
applies a randomfA50°, 90°, 180°, and 270° phase sh
to the signal; Bob, a randomfB50°, 90° phase shift to the
LO. Bob then performs balanced homodyne detection. To
it concretely, Bob combines the signal field with the LO fie
by a 50-50 beam splitter. Two photodiodes~PDs! are used to
monitor the intensities from two output ports. Finally, th
two PD outputs are subtracted, and the difference of ph
electronsNf is measured. We denote the total phase s
between the signal and the LO byf5fA2fB .

The normalized quadrature amplitude of the signal is
tained byXf5Nf /2AnLO, where the quadrature amplitud
is defined byX̂5(âsig1âsig

† )/2, andâsig is the annihilation
operator of the signal. For each pulse,Xf takes a random
value due to quantum fluctuations. Theoretically, the pr
ability distributionP(Xf) is given by integrating the Wigne
distribution over the conjugate variableXf190° @15#. When
the signal is in a coherent state,P(Xf) is given by a Gauss
ian function with a standard deviation of 1/2. Figure 1 sho
P(Xf) for f50°, 90°, 180°, and 270° when the avera
signal photon number is 1. The probability distribution f
f590°, P(X90), and that forf5270°, P(X270), are the

FIG. 1. Theoretical probability distributions of the quadratu
amplitude for total phase shifts are 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°.
signal photon number is 1 photon/pulse.
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same, so it is impossible to differentiate them; in this ca
Bob selected the wrong basis. It is, however, possible
differentiatef50° from f5180°. To do this, Bob sets up
two threshold valuesX1 and X2 where X2<X1 . In the
following, we setX252X1 . If the measured quadratur
amplitudeXf is larger thanX1 ~in this case, we say tha
Bob’s result is plus side!, Bob judges thatf50°. If Xf is
smaller thanX2 ~Bob’s result is minus side!, Bob judges that
f5180°. Finally, ifXf is betweenX2 andX1 ~Bob gets an
inconclusive result!, Bob abandons the judgment. Note th
becauseP(X0) overlapsP(X180), Bob’s judgment is not al-
ways true and there exists intrinsic error probability. Th
intrinsic bit error rateeint is the probability thatf is actually
180° even when Bob’s result is plus side, orf50° for Bob’s
minus-side result. The larger theX1 , the smaller theeint ,
but at the same time the probabilitypinc that Bob gets incon-
clusive results becomes larger. We define postselection
ciencypd as the probability that Bob gets plus- or minus-si
results (pd512pinc). A remarkable feature of our imple
mentation of QKD is that botheint and pd are functions of
the nsig and X1 . The values ofeint and pd can be easily
calculated by using the error function. For example, wh
nsig51 and X15X250, eint50.023 andpd51. If we
chooseX152X250.5, eint is greatly reduced to 0.0016
while pd50.84 changes a little. Whennsig50.1 andX15
2X251, eint50.047 andpd50.090. In order to compare
the performance of our scheme to that of the phot
counting scheme, we may define ‘‘effective’’ quantum ef
ciency hd5pd /nsig . In the last case, therefore,hd50.90.
These values demonstrate the excellent performance of
modyne detection.

After an appropriate number of pulses have been tra
ferred, Bob tells Alice which phase shift he applied for ea
pulse. Alice, then, tells Bob which phase shifts were corre
The correctly measured data are interpreted as a binary
quence according to the coding scheme (fA50° or 90°)51
and (fA5180° or 270°)50 for Alice, and ~plus-side
result!51 and~minus-side result!50 for Bob. Finally, Alice
and Bob perform error correction and privacy amplificati
procedures.

III. SAFETY

In this paper we mainly address the difference of our s
tem from the photon-counting system in terms of secu
analysis. Because Alice announces the basis of all pu
after the quantum transmission, Bob can graph two proba
ity distributions: one is for pulses for which he selected t
correct basis (f50° or 180°), the other is for pulses fo
which he selected the wrong basis (f590° or 270°). We
may classify Eve’s strategies into two categories; strateg
in the first categorydo change these probability distribution
and strategies in the second categorydo not.

The intercept-resend eavesdropping strategy, in wh
Eve intercepts selected light pulses, measures them, and
resends an appropriate state to Bob, belongs to the first
egory. For Eve’s intercept-resend eavesdropping not
change the distributions, Eve must determine Alice’s ph
shift with high accuracy. This is because if Eve’s resend s

e
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is different from Alice’s original state, Bob’s probability dis
tribution for the correct and/or wrong basis varies in gene
For example, if Eve resends the vacuum state~sends noth-
ing! to Bob, Bob’s probability distribution for the correc
basis becomes a mixture of Gaussians not only centere
6Ansig but also centered at 0. It is clear, however, tha
nsig is sufficiently small, the nonorthogonality between t
four states becomes significant, thus, Eve cannot differen
the four states with high accuracy. The change in the pr
ability distributions for some of Eve’s strategies is explicit
calculated in Ref.@16#. Nonlinear optical processes, such
amplification or parametric processes, generally change
quantum state of light, sophisticated eavesdropping strate
should also fall into the first category. The resolution of me
suring the quadrature-amplitude distribution becomes hig
as the number of pulses increases. Thus, eavesdropping
egies belonging to the first category are in principle dete
able without announcing the bit values of test pulses.

The beam splitting attack is the most obvious strategy
belongs to the second category. If there is an optical los
the communication channel~this is always true for long-
distance transmission!, Eve can, in principle, replace th
original channel with a more transparent one, and then p
beam splitter on the channel. This beam-splitting attack d
not change the state of the transmitted light, so Bob can
detect the presence of Eve. Moreover, because Eve can
closer to Alice than Bob, the signal intensity at Eve’s p
may be higher than the one at Bob’s port. The question
whether it is possible to generate secure keys when
signal-to-noise ratio of a cheater is better than the legitim
receiver. To answer this question, we have calculated
collision probability and the secure key creation rate wh
Eve performs balanced homodyne detection@16#. For ex-
ample, when there are 6-dB losses in the system~Eve’s
signal-to-noise ratio is three times better than the receiv!,
the creation rate is 531023 for nsig51 where optimal
threshold value isX151.0. Thus the answer to the abov
question is affirmative. The reason for this is as follow
First, due to quantum fluctuations entering from the dark p
of the beam splitter, Eve’s measurement result is unco
lated with Bob’s. The situation is analogous to the Yuen-K
protocol where the existence of independent noise for
and Bob is assumed@17#. In our protocol the uncertainty
relation of quantum mechanics assures the existence i
pendent noise. Second, the bit error rate of the legitim
receiver can be decreased to an arbitrary small value by
ing the threshold~the postselection efficiencypd also de-
creases!. That is, Bob can choose pulses for which he oc
sionally obtained large quadrature values. Because of
independence of the noise, Eve’s error rate for pulses
Bob chooses remains unchanged. Only the legitimate
ceiver can choose his useful pulses. This asymmetry betw
the legitimate receiver and a cheater gives the legitimate
ceiver a great advantage. Recently, Silberhornet al. also
show that secure QKD is possible even when Eve’s sig
to-noise ratio is better than Bob if an appropriate postse
tion mechanism is employed@18#. Detailed security analysis
in general situations is the subject of future investigation
04233
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of our scheme,
have performed a prototype QKD experiment. The expe
mental setup is shown in Fig. 2. In this prototype experime
we do not use fiber-optical components except for the fi
and the fiber couplers.

The light source is a 1.55-mm-wavelength pulsed diode
laser ~PicoQuant PDL-800! that generates
;0.4-nsec-duration pulses when the output pulse energ
10 pJ~pulse duration is;0.1-ns for the output pulse energ
of 2 pJ!. The measured coherence length of the laser pu
after traversing 1-km optical fiber was 0.07 mm. The la
pulses can be triggered through an external trigger inpu
an internal clock whose repetition rate is 80 MHz. In t
QKD experiment a digital output of a PC is connected to
external trigger input. In the typical setup, the average out
pulse energy in the external trigger mode is measured to
1.33 times larger than that in the internal trigger mode. Us
this ratio~external-to-internal ratio!, we can easily determine
the pulse energy in the external mode from a measureme
the average power in the internal mode.

After traversing a glan laser linear polarizer, the laser o
put is split by a half-wave platel/2 and a polarizing beam
splitter ~PBS! into the signal and LO pulse. An electro
optical phase modulator~PM1, NewFocus model 4004! is
used to modulate the phase of the signal pulse~Alice’s
modulator!. Then the signal pulse is attenuated to a sing
photon level by using two variable attenuators. A piezoel
tric transducer is used to adjust the offset of the interfero
eter. We use time and polarization division to separate
signal and the LO in a transmission fiber@19#. The length of
the fiber was 1 km, and two pulses were delayed by 0.5 n
A quarter-wave platel/4 and a half-wave plate are used
control the polarization of the signal and the LO after th
traverse the fiber. A portion of the LO pulse is split by
partial mirror ~HM! and used to trigger Bob’s analog-to
digital ~A/D! converter. PM2 is a homemade electro-optic

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. We used a four-state protoco
which keys are encoded in the phase difference between two pu
(0°,180°) or (90°,270°). In the transmission fiber~1 km length!,
two pulses have mutually orthogonal polarization and are dela
by 500 psec. The light source is a 1.55-mm-wavelength semicon-
ductor diode laser.
1-3
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modulator whose aperture size is 333 mm2 ~Bob’s modula-
tor!. The signal and the LO overlap each other in time on
second PBS. A careful alignment is needed to spatially o
lap these beams. The fringe visibilityV50.93 was realized
in the experiment. Their polarizations are then rotated by
so they interfere on the third PBS. Typical phase drift of o
interferometer was aboutl/25 in 200 sec.

The homodyne detector consists of two In-Ga-As P
~Kyoto semiconductor KPDE020-56!, a charge-sensitive am
plifier ~Amptek A250 using 2SK152!, and shape amplifiers
~Amptek A275!. These electronics are installed inside a co
per box and battery powered in order to reduce electric no
The external feedback resistor and external feedback cap
tor of A250 are 11 MV and 1 pF, respectively. The detect
output is recorded by the A/D board installed in a PC.

The quantum efficiencies of the PDs were measured to
0.8060.02 and 0.8460.02 using a power meter~Newport
818-IR! and a picoammeter~Keithley 485!. The gain of the
amplifier ~A2501A275! was calibrated by injecting the
external-mode laser pulse and measuring the output vol
using the A/D board. The number of photoelectrons gen
ated by the laser pulse was determined by measuring
average power of the laser in the internal mode and using
external-to-internal ratio and the quantum efficiency. N
that, in this procedure, the calibration of photoelectron nu
ber relies on the picoammeter. The measured gain was
60.2 V/pC.

In this prototype experiment, the key distribution was p
formed using a software running on a standard PC. In
software Alice’s phase shifts were determined by pseudo
dom numbers, then the corresponding voltage values w
stored in an array variable for a certain number of puls
Bob’s bases were also determined by pseudorandom n
bers and the corresponding voltage values were store
another array variable. For each pulse, Alice and Bob’s ph
modulation were set through D/A ports, a laser pulse w
triggered through the digital output, and then the output
the homodyne detector was recorded through A/D port. T
repetition rate of the laser was 1.43104 pulses/sec. The
maximum repetition rate was mainly limited by the respon
time of the D/A board. The phase offset of the interferome
was adjusted by the following procedure. First, Alice se
23103 pulses and announced all her phase modulations.
measured the quadrature distributions, and calculated
mean values of the quadrature amplitudes for four kinds
phase shifts. If the phase offset was correct, Alice sent
3103 or 303103 pulses for the key distribution. After this
Alice again sent 23103 pulses in order to check the pha
offset.

In order to adjust the photon number of the signal at
input end of the fiber (nsig

in ), we first calculated the desire
photon number just after the output fiber coupler using
loss of the optical fiber (1020.0350.93) and the transmittanc
of the fiber-coupling lens~0.97, Newport F-L40B!, and then
we calculated the desired average power of the signal in
internal mode using the external-to-internal ratio. Next,
using the transmittance of the attenuators, we calculated
desired average power when the attenuators were adju
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for maximum transmission. Finally, the average power of
internal-mode signal was measured with the power mete

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The noise performance of the homodyne detector
shown in Fig. 3. In this figure the standard deviation of t
difference signal (Dn) is shown as a function of the LO
power nLO . The input signal was in the vacuum state~no
input! and the two photodiode’s currents were balanced. T
vertical axis was calibrated by using the gain of the amplifi
The overall electronic detection noiseDnamp was 390 elec-
trons rms. As the LO power increases, the difference no
deviates from the ideal square-root behavior~solid line! due
to classical noises. The experimental data fit well with t
equation, Dn5A(Dnamp)

21nLO1bnLO
2 , where b57.5

31028. Excess noise ratioDn/AnLO takes the minimum of
1.1 for nLO51.53106.

Figure 4 shows the measured quadrature-amplitude di
bution forf50°, 90°, 180°, and 270°. There was a total
1.53106 pulses. The horizontal axis represents the norm
ized quadrature amplitude and the bin width is 2.631022.
The average photon number of the signal at the input en
the fiber (nsig

in ) was set to be 1.0 photon/pulse. The numb
of photoelectrons was adjusted to be 1.53106 electrons/
pulse (nLO51.53106). The total of 1.53106 data consists
of 30 sets of 203103 data and thirty sets of 303103 data.

The most significant result from Fig. 4 is that the dist
butions are well fitted with Gaussian functions. This mea
that even if there exists some imperfections in the exp
ment, the probability distribution of the quadrature amplitu
observed by Bob is Gaussian in the absence of the ea
dropper. The effect of imperfections such as channel los
and detector noise appears in two points. One is the decr
of the mean value of the distribution forf50° and 180°,
and the other is the increase of the standard deviations o
distributions.

The mean values and the standard deviations of the

FIG. 3. The standard deviation of the difference signal a
function of the LO power. The dashed line is a fit b
A(Dnamp)

21nLO1bnLO
2 with b57.531028.
1-4
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tributions are shown in Table I. The measured values of
mean are consistent with theoretical values
6Ansig

in ThPDV56 0.75, whereT(50.7960.02) represents
the optical loss including the fiber loss, coupler loss a
losses in Bob’s interferometer, andhPD is the mean quantum
efficiency of PDs. The standard deviations are slightly lar
than that expected from the excess noise ratio of 0.531.1
50.55 probably due to the excess noise of the signal and
phase error.

Sifted keys can be obtained using the procedure expla
in Sec. II. The first ten pulses out of 1.53106 pulses are
shown in Table II as an example where the threshold va
X1 is set to be 0.500.

In this table Bob selected correct basis for eight puls
and the absolute values of normalized quadrature ampli
~QA! are greater than the threshold for four of them. Ther
no error between Alice’s bit and Bob’s bit. For all datase
the number of correct-basis pulses was 750 417 out of
3106 pulses, and the postselection efficiencypd is
513 280/750 41750.68. Quantum bit error rate~BER! is
15 923/332 41953.131022. The postselection efficiency i
1.2 times smaller and the bit error rate is 19 times larger t
that calculated in the ideal situation~see Sec. II!. This is
because the decrease of the mean value due to experim
imperfections gives rise to the decrease ofpd and the in-
crease of BER, and the increase of the standard devia
gives rise to the increase ofpd and the increase of BER for
fixed threshold value.

FIG. 4. The measured quadrature amplitude distributions
different total phase shifts between the signal and the LO pulse(0°,
90°, 180°, and 270°). The total number of pulses is 1.53106 and
the bin width is 2.631022. The signal power was 1.0 photon
pulse, and the LO power was 1.53106 electrons/pulse. The solid
lines and dotted lines are fits with Gaussian functions.

TABLE I. Mean and standard deviations of measuredP(Xf).

f Mean Standard deviation

0° 0.759 0.621
90° 20.001 0.626
180° 20.758 0.623
270° 0.003 0.615
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Figure 5 shows the measuredpd and BER as a function o
the threshold valueX1 for nsig

in 51.0. For example, when
X150, pd51, and BER was 0.11, and whenX150.857,
pd50.443, and BER was 1.0231022. The error bars repre
sent the statistical error. Solid lines show theoretical cur
calculated using the values shown in Table I. The excell
agreement between the experimental data and the th
manifests the fact that the quadrature-amplitude distribu
obeys Gaussian distribution. Figure 6 shows the measurepd
and BER for various signal powers. The total number
pulses sent by Alice for each signal power was 105 except for
nsig

in 51.0. Solid lines are theoretical curves assuming Gau

r

TABLE II. The first ten pulses (X150.500).

Alice’s bit fA fB Basis QA Bob’s bit Success

1 90 0 3 20.448
0 180 0 s 21.206 0 s

1 90 90 s 0.912 1 s

0 270 90 s 21.311 0 s

1 0 0 s 1.514 1 s

1 90 90 s 0.310
0 270 90 s 20.474
1 0 90 3 0.284
0 180 0 s 20.134
1 0 0 s 20.161

FIG. 5. ~a! Postselection efficiency and~b! bit error rate as a
function of a threshold value when the signal power was
photons/pulse.
1-5
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ian distributions. These are in good agreement with exp
mental data also for weak signal power.

With respect to the security of our system in a practi
situation, the experimental result that the measured qua
ture amplitude distributions are well fitted with Gaussi

FIG. 6. Postselection efficiency and bit error rate as a func
of threshold for various signal powers.
.
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functions has important consequences. First, Eve’s ea
dropping strategy will be limited to the one that preserv
Gaussian distribution even in the presence of experime
imperfections, because, otherwise, the attempt by Eve wil
detected in principle. Second, the error rate can be reduce
an arbitrarily small value by raising the threshold value~It is
worth remembering thatpd also decreases!. This is in con-
trast with the photon-counting scheme where the error rat
bounded by the dark count of the detector.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented a scheme for QKD t
utilizes pulsed homodyne detection in the phase-encod
BB84 protocol. The scheme has an inherently finite er
rate, but previous schemes also have finite error rates in p
tice. The advantage of our scheme is that the error rate
be decreased to an arbitrary small value by raising the thr
old value. However, it should be noted that the postselec
efficiency also decreases in this case. Another advantag
that measuring the distributions of quadrature amplitu
limits the allowable eavesdropping strategies. In addition
Alice randomly adds auxiliary phase shift, the density mat
of the signal could be measured by optical homodyne tom
raphy. We have performed a prototype QKD experiment
1.55mm wavelength. The measured quadrature-amplitu
distributions were well fitted with Gaussian functions. T
effects of experimental imperfections can be parametrized
the variance and the mean value of the Gaussian distribu
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